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Teleritual is a technology-assisted ritual object which
enables human interaction through atypical channels. Like much
of my work, Teleritual sits at the nexus of mysticism, technoculture,
and social criticism; and can be seen as an interactive artwork, a
religious object, or a communication device.

Figure 1: Concept sketch for Teleritual.
2015.

Magic and Reality
Most rational thinkers would agree that magic is not real.
The modern project of scientific inquiry, they might suggest, has
laid bare the mysteries of reality, leaving no room for the occult.
This perspective, in my opinion, is not wrong. However, it is not
exactly right, either — though correct, it is an oversimplification.
Simply dismissing the occult as superstition fails to consider that
beliefs, regardless of whether or not they are real in the strictest
sense, nonetheless have a profound impact on the human experience of reality.
For example, so-called ‘alternative’ medicine such as crystal
healing or acupuncture are often said to rely on the placebo effect
rather than the principles on which they claim to function. While
this observation is once again technically true, it is often made to
implicitly dismiss these treatments or to claim that they are not
effective. We should remember, though, there is a reason that drug
trials must control for the placebo effect: it can have a measurable
impact on patients’ health, sometimes just as significant as the
evidence-based treatments being tested. In short, the placebo effect
is an effect. Our beliefs, if deeply and sincerely held, can shape our
reality.
While I maintain a positive attitude towards empiricism — the
idea that our beliefs can be shaped by and even accurately reflect
reality1 — I acknowledge that our reality is just as often shaped by
our beliefs. This subjectivity of experience2 seems to me one of the
fundamental concepts of postmodernism.

1. Richard Creath, “Logical Empiricism,” in The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta.
2. Thomas Nagel, “What is it like
to be a bat?,” The philosophical review
(1974): 435–450.
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Some postmodern forms of occult practice acknowledge the
power of belief in their work. Chaos magick, a magical tradition
founded in England in the 1970s, states explicitly that belief is a
magical force and encourages its practitioners to borrow liberally
from religion, other magical systems, and even popular culture,
to assemble an eclectic set of beliefs that seem real or personally
relevant to the individual.3

This acknowledgement of the power of belief comes quite close
to the admission that magic is not, in the most basic sense, real;
that choosing to believe strongly in that which we rationally know
to be false has the ability to shape our lives in a powerful way regardless of the truth of our beliefs. Chaos magick practitioners,
sometimes called chaotes or chaos magi, work magic by entering altered states4 and believing in something with enough force of will
that it becomes real.5 Whether the chaote is exerting their will on
reality itself or on their own subconcious really doesn’t matter all
that much. Magic is just applied semiotics.

2

3. Peter J Carroll, Liber Kaos (York
Beach, Maine: Weiser Books, 1992),
isbn: 978-0877287421; Peter J Carroll,
Liber Null & Psychonaut: An Introduction to Chaos Magic (York Beach,
Maine: Weiser Books, 1987), isbn:
978-0877286394; Ray Sherwin, The Book
of Results (Revelations 23 Press, 1992),
isbn: 978-1411625587.

Figure 2: Diagram from T.B. Pawlicki’s
How to Build a Flying Saucer: And Other
Proposals in Speculative Engineerings. An
absolutely excellent book of complete
and utter nonsense; whether the
author actually believes or is just
having a good time has long been a
subject of some debate.

4. Through meditation, ritual, or
— not infrequently — ceremonial
chemicals.
5. Carroll, Liber Kaos; Carroll, Liber
Null & Psychonaut: An Introduction
to Chaos Magic; Sherwin, The Book of
Results.

Magic and Modernity
The occult is still alive and well today, even if its clothing have changed somewhat. In his 1969 essay Hazards of prophecy:
the failure of imagination, the science fiction writer Sir Arthur C.
Clarke stated that “[a]ny significantly advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic,”6 an observation which rings very true
indeed in our techology-saturated culture at the end of 2015. In the
postmodern technoculture, cars drive themselves, we can talk faceto-face conversation with someone halfway around the world, and a
magical box that answers spoken questions is in almost every purse
or pocket.
To the average citizen, the forces that power these miracles are
strange and confusing, the provenance of an elite group of acolytes

6. Arthur C Clarke, “Hazards of
prophecy: the failure of imagination,”
in Profiles of the Future (Bantam Books,
1968), isbn: 978-1898801214.
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Figure 3: Concept sketch for Teleritual.
2015.

who know the incantations that keep the invisible world functioning. These mystics pepper their speech with incomprehensible
terms such as “ethernet”, “daemon”, and “magic number”, and
are sometimes half-jokingly referred to as “computer wizards” — a
term which belies a great deal of truth. In popular entertainment7
these individuals have terrifying powers: they can learn our most
hidden secrets, wrest control of our posessions, and even cause
entire systems of infrastructure to collapse, with only a few incantations typed in the comfort and anonymity of their lairs.
Magic lives at the crux of power and mystery. A system or
process seems magical to us when it does something amazing
through means we don’t understand. As computer systems grow
in power and complexity, the tasks they can accomplish become
more and more astonishing, and the way they work becoems ahrder
and harder for a single individual to comprehend. Information
technology is rapidly approaching Clarke’s “significantly advanced
technology”.
Another system that is both frightfully powerful and beyond the
common person’s understanding are national intelligence agencies such as the United States’ CIA and NSA, the French DGSE
and DCRI, and the British MI6. In the afterword to his novel The
Atrocity Archives, English science fiction writer Charles Stross compares the spy fiction of Len Deighton to the cosmic horror of authors such as H.P. Lovecraft. Although these genres seem very
different, Stross suggests that they concern themselves with similar themes: the discovery of knowledge, contending with forces
of world-shaking malevolence, and heroes who are defined not by
exceptional strength or skill, but by knowing things that are kept
hidden from the public.8
Stross summarises his perspective thus:

7. And increasingly, news headlines.

8. Charles Stross, “Afterword: Inside the Fear Factory,” in The Atrocity
Archives (New York: Ace Books, 2008),
isbn: 978-0441016686.
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Len Deighton was not an author of spy thrillers but of horror, because all Cold War-era spy thrillers rely on the existential horror
of nuclear annihilation to supply a frisson of terror that raises the
stakes of the games their otherwise mundane characters play. And
in contrast, H. P. Lovecraft was not an author of horror stories — or
not entirely — for many of his preoccupations, from the obsessive
collection of secret information to the infiltration and mapping of
territories controlled by the alien, are at heart the obsessions of the
thriller writer.9
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9. Stross, “Afterword: Inside the
Fear Factory.”

This conception of espionage and horror fiction seems quite reminiscent of the model of magic as being the union of the powerful
and the mysterious.
Figure 4: A portion of a classified NSA
document leaked by Edward Snowden.

In recent years, the activities of these secret intelligences have
come to the forefront of the public discourse. In years past, documents such as the one shown in Figure 4 were only familiar to intelligence officers and the most committed of history buffs. Recently,
however, events such as Edward Snowden and Chelsea Manning’s
leaks of classified information have made these documents, with
their cryptic codewords and blocks of redacted text, are immediately recognisable components of our visual culture.
It is interesting to note that a great deal of recent controversy involving intelligence agencies have involved the American National
Security Agency (NSA) and the English Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), both of which are responsible
for collecting intelligence through digital surveillance rather than
through traditional means. While intelligence officers working for
more traditional agencies, such as the CIA, may at least occasionally resemble the action-hero spies of popular culture, the men and
women who staff the NSA work entirely in the digital realm. The
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‘spells’ that reveal all secrets can be cast in shirtsleeves from within
a comfortable office building. Department of Defence planners
themselves have referred to the combination of digital surveillance
and unmanned aerial vehicles using the ominously Mordor-esque
phrase “the unblinking eye”.10

Magic and Mundanity
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10. Raymond T Odierno, Nichoel E
Brooks, and Francesco P Mastracchio,
“ISR evolution in the Iraqi theater,”
Joint Force Quarterly (2008): pp. 53.

One of the prior works that has had the greatest influence on the conception of Teleritual is an image uploaded to the
Wikimedia Commons by a user going by the name ‘Thelemaghos’.
Figure 5: Wikimedia Commons immage ‘Chaos magic ritual involving
videoconferencing’.

In the image, reproduced in Figure 5,11 three robed figures stand
in a half-circle around a white sheet of paper placed in the centre
of a circular diagram. Projected on the wall behind the chaos magi
is an image of three more similarly robed figures. Based on the
image’s title, we can assume that these individuals are taking part
in a shared ritual through videoconferencing technology.
I find both the image itself and its existence on the Wikimedia Commons extremely fascinating. Videoconferencing, both the
term12 and the technology itself suggest to me a mundane, boring business world of offices and meetings with remote coworkers.
There is a great deal of tension between the technology and this
particular use-case. That this image was captured and that the photographer chose to upload the image to Wikipedia under a Creative
Commons license plays into this sense of tension between the occult
underground and the business world, the ancient and the modern,
the supernatural and the commonplace. The image, as a piece of
found art, raises more questions than it answers.

11. Wikimedia Commons, “Chaos
magic ritual involving videoconferencing,” 2009.

12. Rather than, say, the hipper, more
informal ‘video chat’ or the brand
names ‘FaceTime’ or ‘Skype’.
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Artist as Storyteller
Another recurring theme in my work is the idea of artist as
storyteller. My interactive artworks seek to invite the audience
to participate in creating their own experience of the work. I aim
to tell stories, but not in the straightforwards sense of the fiction
writer: my art should tell stories in pieces, allowing the audience to
fill in the blanks.
When creating installation-style works in this manner, my goal
has been that the piece should almost be like a small alternate reality which the audience is invited to enter momentarily. To create
these worlds, I have often made use of mundane or found objects as
‘set dressing’, so to speak, surrounding the art object or objects. My
objective has been to create a scene or environment in which the art
object is contextualized within its own story or world, rather than
isolated as a work of art on a gallery pedestal or hung on the wall.
Creating ‘classified’ files that borrow a form from documents like
the leaked NSA report in Figure 4 is an effective way to provide
some contextualizing story for a piece while leaving enough blank
space to be filled in by the audience’s own imaginations. These
secret documents are often peppered with cryptic codewords or
blocks of text that have been censored or redacted. If a codeword
is used repeatedly but never explicitly defined, we can hint as to
what it refers to without giving it away. Similarly, we can redact
parts of a sentence or paragraph, leaving a hole in what is told to
the reader of the document. Thus, this form makes it easy to allow
the audience to extrapolate their own personal experience of the
fictional world or narrative of the piece. This is another reason
why I have chosen to borrow the visual language of espionage in
Teleritual.

Making Magic
Teleritual, when completed, will consist of two or more networked objects with which the audience may interact in some
manner. Rather than allowing the viewer to see the effects of their
interaction with the piece reflected, the data collected from the
user/viewer’s interaction is transmitted to the remote object over
the Internet. If an individual are interacting with each object, then
each audience member’s interactions with the piece is seen by the
other individual. In this manner, Teleritual creates a channel for
two people, who cannot see each other’s faces and will likely never
meet, to have a shared experience which is both almost completely
detached and also strangely intimate.
Each object will consist of a plastic crystal-like form with RGB
light-emitting diodes and a three-axis accelerometer embedded
within it. The spatial position of the crystal will be recorded by an
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Figure 6: Concept sketch for Teleritual.
2015.

Arduino microcontroller and transmitted to the linked object, which
will then change the colors of its LEDs based on those values. Using the crystalline form appropriates immediately recognisable
New Age imagery to ‘sell’ the piece as a magical object to the audience. The crystals and their support electronics will be contained
in hard-shell carrying cases, implying the briefcases used for transporting secret documents and lending the piece the feeling of a
utilitarian, technological artifact.
To provide the audience with hints as to how to interact with
the piece, a manila envelope of instructions will be distributed with
each unit. This document will written be in the cryptic style of a
classified document, with redactions and code words, allowing the
reader’s imagination to fill in the blanks to create a unique vision of
the alternate reality out of which this object was plucked. Reading
this document will both help the audience understand what to do
with the piece and draw them into its story.
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